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ZYLOWARE ANNOUNCES THE FEBRUARY 2019 LAUNCHES OF
SOPHIA LOREN, STETSON, STETSON OFF ROAD, RANDY JACKSON
LIMITED EDITION, GLORIA BY GLORIA VANDERBILT, LEON MAX
AND PROJECT RUNWAY
Port Chester, NY: Exciting new Zyloware Eyewear releases for Sophia Loren, Stetson, Stetson Off Road,
Randy Jackson Limited Edition, Gloria by Gloria Vanderbilt, Leon Max and Project Runway for February
2019.

Add elegance and beauty to your look with the dazzling appeal of Sophia Loren BR 88. This full rim
frame has a wrapping metal endpiece and temple with waves of raised detailing accented by crystal
décor. Offered in two neutral colors, Natural (003) and Burgundy (077), the BR 88 features a rectangle
lens to flatter a variety of face shapes and features. Spring hinges allow for easy adjustments while snapin nosepads keep your eyewear in place all day long. Accommodates progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Natural (003) • Burgundy (077)
53-17-135
Full rim; Metal frame; Rectangle shape; Wrapping metal endpiece with raised
design and crystal décor; Spring hinges; Snap-in nosepads; Accommodates
progressives

Classic styling at its finest – Sophia Loren M293 is a timeless full rim metal frame that was designed for
the woman who wants her eyewear to accentuate her beauty. In Blush, this elegant frame can’t help but
turn heads, with a Mother of Pearl design cut-out on epoxy giving added depth. Feature spring hinges for
easy adjustments and snap-in nosepads to provide even distribution of the frame for a more comfortable
fit. Accommodates progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Blush (210)
54-17-135
Full rim; Metal frame; Rectangle shape; Slotted temple screws; Spring hinges;
Mother of Pearl design on temples; Snap-in nosepads; Accommodates
progressives

Elegant style meets modern design in Sophia Loren 1562. Offered in an on-trend butterfly shape, this
frame has a lightweight zyl front with wrapped metal end pieces and temples. Available in three colors.
Natural (003) and Mauve (073) have a transparent front while Brown (183) has a solid brown zyl layer
over ivory horn. Shiny metal temples incorporate a raised floral design for added interest. The SL 1562
features spring hinges to resist bending and give a comfy, adjustable fit. Accommodates progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Natural (003) • Mauve (073) • Brown (183)
53-14-135
Full rim; Zyl frame; Geometric shape; Raised design on metal endpiece, temples;
Spring hinges; Accommodates progressives

Masculine styling meets traditional appeal in the handsome design of Stetson XL 36. This full rim metal
in a classic navigator shape delivers XL sizing for the man who needs extra headspace in both a 59 and
62 eye size. Demi Gold (039) has a shiny gold finish on the front and temple with a tortoise patterned eye
rim. Gunmetal (058) features a shiny silver finish, with a shiny black coated eye wire. Linear detail can be
found on the wrapping metal endpiece and temple. Comfort features include spring hinges for easy
adjustments and snap-in nosepads for a secure fit. Accommodates progressives.
Colors:
Demi Gold (039) • Gunmetal (058)
Sizes:
59-16-145 • 62-16-150
Special Features:……. Full rim; Metal frame; Navigator shape; XL sizing; Metal temples; Spring hinges;
Snap-in nosepads; Accommodates progressives

Stetson 358 brings lightweight construction and a masculine design to the forefront – a full rim frame with
a TR-90 thermoflex front, this handsome style has a rectangle lens for a versatile look. Available in two
colors. Black (021) has a matte front on top of a crystal grey layer while Grey (100) has a solid dark grey
front. Both colors feature a stainless-steel temple with a brushed metal finish for a modern, industrial feel.
The ST 358 accommodates progressive lenses for added convenience.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (021) • Grey (100)
55-17-140
Full rim; TR-90 thermoflex frame; Rectangle shape; Flexible, stainless steel
temples; Universal bridge; Accommodates progressives

Stetson Off Road 5072 delivers unrivaled innovation, pushing limits to perform with purpose. A full rim
plastic, the OR 5072 has a versatile, rectangular shape to complement a variety of men’s facial shapes
and features. Black (021) has a monochrome vibe with a shiny black front and crystal temples. Navy
(300) delivers masculine tones and patterns with a matte exterior and shiny tortoise temple. Both colors
feature the Off Road logo printed inside the right temple tip. Comfort features include spring hinges for
easy adjustments and the ability to accommodate progressive lenses.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (021) • Navy (300)
53-17-140
Full rim; Plastic frame; Rectangle shape; Stetson Off Road logo inside right
temple tip; Spring hinges; Accommodates progressives

Stetson Off Road 5073 is a wide fitting frame with a silhouette inspired by traditional rectangle
eyeglasses. This full rim metal features pronounced construction along the eyewire, giving a deeper
profile to the front. Black (021) has a matte finish while Khaki (053) is a deep mix of tan and olive. The OR
5073 has spring hinges for easy adjustments and snap-in nosepads to stay in place all day long.
Accommodates progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (021) • Khaki (063)
54-18-140
Full rim; Metal frame; Rectangle shape; Wide fit; Spring hinges; Snap-in
nosepads; Accommodates progressives

Enjoy bold, stylish eyewear with Randy Jackson LTD X141. A full rim metal in a handsome rectangle
shape, the RJ X141 has a raised layer on the top half of the front for pronounced construction that
immediately makes a statement. Three versatile colors provide endless styling options – Red (162) has a
shiny gold base with recessed detailing in matte red on the front and temple. Black/Gold (235) features
the same shiny gold base, but with matte black inlay. Midnight (300) has a shiny brown base and navy
inlay. Spring hinges allow for easy adjustments while snap-in nosepads provide a secure fit.
Accommodates progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Red (162) • Black/Gold (235) • Midnight (300)
54-18-140
Full rim; Metal frame; Rectangle shape; Wide fit; Metal temple; RJ logo printed
inside temple tip; Spring hinges; Snap-in nosepads; Accommodates progressives

The Randy Jackson LTD X143 was designed to cause a scene. This full rim metal in a rounded
rectangular silhouette is available in two on-trend colors. Gunmetal (058) has a shiny black wire rim and
bridge with a silver sheet metal front and shiny black temples. Black Gold (235) features a matte black
eye wire with a contrasting shiny gold bridge and top bar, as well as a matte gold temple. Both colors
have the signature Randy Jackson logo printed inside the temple tip. Comfort fit features include snap-in
nosepads and the ability to accommodate progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Gunmetal Black (058) • Black Gold (235)
54-18-145
Full rim; Metal frame; Rectangle shape; Sheet metal front; Metal top bar; Metal
temples; Wide fit; Snap-in nosepads; Accommodates progressives

Randy Jackson LTD X144 is a full rim zyl with a modern, distinctive look and head-turning features. The
on-trend aviator silhouette allows the RJ X144 to function perfectly as a statement-making eyeglass or
can be modified into an on-trend sunglass. Available in Black (021), this frame has a solid base paired
with a shiny gold top bar, bridge and temple for bold detailing. The Randy Jackson logo can be found
subtly printed inside the right temple tip. Accommodates progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (021)
55-16-140
Full rim; Zyl frame; Aviator shape; Metal bridge and top bar; Metal accents on
each side of front; Randy Jackson logo inside right temple tip; Accommodate
progressives

Modern with refined details, Gloria by Gloria 4063 is a feminine, semi-rimless look for today’s woman. A
geometric silhouette features a sloping metal brow bar that dips at the bridge and raises towards the
wrapping metal endpiece. Black (021) has a solid, shiny finish throughout with grey pearl temple tips,
while Burgundy (077) has a brushed finish and burgundy pearl temple tips. Both colors feature a square
pattern engraved into the metal temple. The GG 4063 has spring hinges and snap-in nosepads for a
custom feel that rests comfortably on the face all day long. Accommodates progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (021) • Burgundy (077)
52-18-135
Semi-rimless; Metal frame; Geometric shape; Metal temples with engraved
square design; Spring hinges; Snap-in nosepads; Accommodates progressives

Gloria by Gloria 4064 is perfect for the contemporary woman looking to upgrade her look. This stylish,
upswept cat-eye shape features a bold color palette in two different options. Blush (019) is a transparent
pink tone with burgundy and tan marble temples. Denim (246) has a transparent blue front and an
abstract aqua design on the temple. Both colors feature a geometrically inspired metal plaque with a
shiny gold finish. Spring hinges allow the wearer to make easy adjustments, while the ability to
accommodate progressives offers added convenience.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Blush (019) • Denim (246)
53-15-140
Full rim; Zyl frame; Cat-eye shape; Transparent front; Shiny metal décor on
endpiece; Zyl temple; Spring hinges; Accommodates progressives

Leon Max 4067 delivers on-trend styling for the modern-day fashionista looking to make a lasting
impression. This full rim metal comes in a flattering round shape and wide fit. The LM 4067 has a gold
eyerim and matching endpiece paired with a half top sheet on the front in three bold colors. Red/Gold
(086) is a statement maker with a vibrant red front and translucent red temples covered in gold sparkle.
Black/Gold (235) has a subtle appeal with a black top sheet, but quickly makes a splash with translucent
grey temples overlaid in gold sparkle. Navy/Gold (242) features a dark blue top sheet and gold sparkle on
top of crystal zyl temples. A Leon Max globe logo can be found on the temple exterior for subtle designer
branding. Comfort fit features include snap-in nosepads, spring hinges and the ability to accommodate
progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Red/Gold (086) • Black/Gold (235) • Navy/Gold (242)
54-17-135
Full rim; Metal frame; Round shape; Wide fit; Zyl temple with sparkles; Leon Max
globe logo on temple; Spring hinges; Snap-in nosepads; Accommodates
progressives

Make a statement in the oversized look of Leon Max 4068 – this full rim metal incorporates an on-trend
aviator silhouette for bold styling that will inspire a ton of envy. Red/Gold (086) has a shiny gold base with
a bright red enamel on the top half of the sheet metal front. Bold, red hues continue in an abstract design
onto the crystal zyl temple. Black/Gold (235) has a shiny gold base with a metal top sheet on the front
featuring black enamel. Translucent crystal zyl temples speckled with gold sparkle bring this shimmering
look to life. Both colors have the signature Leon Max globe logo on the temple exterior for subtle designer
branding. Spring hinges and snap-in nosepads provide the wearer with a comfortable fit. Accommodates
progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Red/Gold (086) • Black/Gold (235)
53-18-135
Full rim; Metal frame; Aviator shape; Metal top sheet on front with enamel fill;
Gold wire detail runs the length of the crystal temples; Leon Max globe logo on
temple; Spring hinges; Snap-in nosepads; Accommodates progressives

Chic, stylish and on-trend, Leon Max 4069 is a geometric silhouette that leaves no head unturned.
Created from handcrafted zyl, this show-stopping frame features a bold, chunky look in two attentiongrabbing colors. Black (021) has a solid black front over ivory, with a black and ivory confetti temple.
Mauve (073) is layered over pale pink on the front with mauve and black pearl marble temples. Both
colors have the signature Leon Max globe logo on the temple for subtle designer branding. The LM 4069
features spring hinges and snap-in nosepads for a comfortable, secure fit. Accommodates progressives.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (021) • Mauve (073)
55-15-140
Full rim; Zyl frame; Geometric shape; Confetti/Marble zyl temples; Leon Max
globe logo on temple; Spring hinges; Snap-in nosepads; Accommodates
progressives

Relentless and unapologetic, Project Runway 135M is a unique frame that helps bring out your fierce
side! Inspired by the latest looks from the runway, PR 135M is a full rim metal in a stylish round shape.
Available in two colors, Black/Gunmetal (016) has a shiny gunmetal base with a sheet metal front and
black temple. Magenta/Gold (226) has a shiny gold base with a magenta sheet metal front and temple.
Both colors feature two metal rivets on each side of the front for added interest. Snap-in nosepads keep
your frame in place all day long, and the ability to accommodate progressives offers added convenience.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black/Gunmetal (016) • Magenta/Gold (226)
52-18-135
Full rim; Metal frame; Round shape; Metal rivets on each side of front; Snap-in
nosepads; Accommodates progressives

A prominent frame with vibrant styling, Project Runway 136Z is a full rim acetate that helps bring out
your bold side. A modified round shape, the PR 136Z features two metal rivets on each side of the front
for added interest. This playful style is available in two colors – Black (021) and Tortoise (024) – which
feature fun and flirty glitter acetate temples. The PR 136Z accommodates progressive lenses for added
convenience.
Colors:
Sizes:
Special Features:

Black (021) • Tortoise (024)
54-16-140
Full rim; Zyl frame; Modified round shape; Metal rivets on front; Transparent zyl
temple with glitter and wire-core; Accommodates progressives

Download frame images here: https://spaces.hightail.com/space/2rhisnFCdF

For more information, retailers may contact Zyloware at 800-765-3700, via e-mail at
sales@zyloware.com, or online at www.zyloware.com.
About Zyloware: The We Are Zyloware campaign celebrates what makes Zyloware the success it is!
We are family, history, quality and customer satisfaction. We are composed of many unique individuals;
each with our own motivations and desires. But, as a part of the Zyloware team, we are one. We act
together; we share common values and goals. We are innovators. We are change makers.

